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Our Mission 
 

The PEACE Flag Movement works to unite the world in the fight for equity and justice 
for all people. It starts with the flag, making the hope of change visible. And it grows 
when we turn education and conversation into action. Raising this flag is a promise to 
speak up, stand up, rise up.  
 
 
About the PEACE Flag 
 

Our flag’s rainbow of colors symbolizes all of humanity: every Culture, Race, Spirituality, 
Gender, Sexuality, Age, and Ability. The flag design has evolved in the name of equity 
and racial justice, with black lettering and new hues, all colors standing side by side, no 
one more important than another. This flag sends a message of love and compassion 
that often goes unseen. It can help an individual who feels hopelessly alone, and 
generations of people who feel helplessly unconnected and marginalized. While it reads 
PEACE, it represents our fight against bias, prejudice, and injustice. PEACE is what we 
fight for—a future as one consciously interconnected global community. 
 
Do you see yourself in this flag? 
Does this flag stand for you?    
 
 
Be an agent of change  
 

We welcome questions about our flag. Questions create conversation. Conversation 
leads to understanding. Understanding inspires change. And change is why we fly this 
flag. While a flag cannot prevent violence or solve underlying issues, YOU can. Our 
world is divided, prejudiced, and unjust. We recognize that talking about it is 
uncomfortable—but, the work will be worth it. Keep talking and listening. We will all 
learn together.  
 
What conversations do you feel are important?  
 
 
 
 
This content was drafted in June 2021; it reflects our knowledge and perspective today.  
We are always listening and learning—we fully expect to grow & change with you. 
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LET’S TALK 
 
Do you know the history of the PEACE Flag Movement? 
 
Do you know why the PEACE Flag is designed as it is? 
 
Why do you think “PEACE” is the message on the flag? 
 
If you were to replace the word “PEACE,” which word would you choose? 
 
How might flying this Flag… 

Inspire conversation?  
Honor differences?  
Contest violence?  
Strengthen solidarity?  
Give hope? 
 

Why might people be afraid to fly this flag? 
 
Do you understand the difference between equality and equity?  
 
What can we do to end racial injustice? What can YOU do? 
 
What can we do to end LGBTQ discrimination? What can YOU do? 
 
What are ways we can be more understanding, kind, and supportive of each other 
regardless of our differences?  What will you do? 
 
 

TAKE ACTION with one small step 
 
Fold flags and attach the informational wrap! Help the movement by getting our flags 
ready for distribution—it’s an easy, hands-on, feel-good, way to make a real difference. 
 
While you fold… 

 talk about the questions above. 
 read the informational wrap that comes with the flag as a conversation starter. 
 make it a contest: fastest, neatest, most creative, most flags folded. 
 video your group to post or share with the movement. 
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